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In this video we are going to present you all the points that relate 5G to the new pandemic. From 
the most affected areas, vaccines, to symptoms, censorship and symbolism.

This is the fourth in a 4-video series on 5G technology.
1.- What is 5G and how does it affect us?
2.- How can we protect ourselves?
3.- What is its objective?
4.- How is it related to the current situation?

If it has been of interest to you, we encourage you to share, it is important that as many people as 
possible are informed.

START OF THE VIDEO

Hello everyone and welcome to our space. I am Estel·la of Pleiadian
Knowledge. And today we are going to see the close relationship
between 5G and the coronavirus pandemic. In fact, you will see that it
is so narrow, so much that it even seems that they overlap.
First, to begin with, I am going to make a small summary of a study
carried out by Bartomeu Payeras who is a scientist, and in this study
what he shows is the relationship that he found between the
coronavirus and 5G, comparing the number of infections per 1000
inhabitants and the location of the 5G antennas. He simply relies on
the objective observation of the relationship between these two,
without going into the cause it affects, and the possible symptoms that may lie within, related. In 
fact, he says that the way he could, what would be missing to be able to demonstrate if there really
was a relationship between 5G and the coronavirus would be to disconnect for a preventive period 
of time from the 5G antennas, and be able to observe if people continue to present symptoms 
There are still discomforts, if there are still patients, but since this we know that it will not happen, 
well I am going to show you the results that it achieved. 



First we see how this map shows the 10 countries with the most coronavirus infections and that all 
of them have 5G radiation.

 Here we can see the countries with the most infections within Europe, all of them have 5G 
technology.



And you can see, for example, in Portugal and Greece they are super low numbers when there is 
no use of 5G and on the other hand, in Spain and Italy a much higher number is seen. In fact, they 
have 220% more infections. 

Here on this map, in the one above you can see the cities with antennas and 5G. And next to it the 
contagion map. So, in Milan you can see very big… Torino. And we can see that it corresponds 
quite a bit with the most infected areas.
This image has quite poor quality, but just so you can notice that cities with 5G are the black dots 
and the coronavirus infections are the red dots. And this is simply within Spain. And you can see it 
in big cities like Madrid, Logroño, like Pamplona, as everything is practically spoken to say that it is 
in the same area.



(That above is the text of the video, but due to the poor quality of the maps I have replaced them 
with ones that are clearer. In the upper one the distribution and quantity of 5G antennas, and in the
lower one the location of the infected of coronavirus. Toni Ruiz) 



And here, specifically Barcelona capital. As we have said, the ratio of the number of infections per 
1000 inhabitants and 5G. And you can see how it is very, very curious, that the 5G coverage area 
is the image on the left in the blue that we see that this curve with the antennas does like this. And 
the wing of the image on the right we have the cases of inspection of the coronavirus that, 
curiously, does almost practically the same way.



And here, well, a little more generic about the United States, you can see the numbers in blue are 
the number of 5G antennas. And in Canada and Mexico, as you can see, there isn't. And in 
Canada the numbers are much lower. 

And if we go to Africa now, well, you can see how Europe has Spain, for example, 13.3 and 2 
antennas. In Romania they are also seen, in Iraq, in Oman, but in all of Africa there are no cases of
coronavirus and it is because it does not have antennas as you can see in the entire 5G map, but 
South Africa does have 3 and is the country that is most infected by the coronavirus has presented.
I have simply made you a summary, I am going to leave you in the description of the video the link 
where you can access the complete study of this scientist, and I recommend that you look at it 
because I believe that their results are very successful.

THEN HOW COULD THERE BE CONTAGION IN 5G ZONES?
Well, if you were wondering how it can be that countries that have not yet officially implemented 
5G, still show contagion, and that is, well, this information is provided by the Taygetean race who 
come from the Pleiades through their contactees ( Despejando Enigmas and Cosmic Agency) And 
good thing is that about these cases of coronavirus in countries such as, for example, Latin 
America, because they found that with the use of drones 5G is irradiated through balloons. And 
you can search this yourself, for example, on the Internet, in Google, in Wikipedia, in other 
sources, and it is called the Loon project, which provides access to the Internet in rural and remote 
areas, using large helium balloons. Altitude, located in the stratosphere, at a height of about 20 km,
to create a 5G speed overhead wireless network. Curious, huh? That precisely in rural areas, 
instead of providing, well, a more basic Internet, they are already given the most advanced 5G, 
right?



Well, I have done now, knowing this, we think that maybe these balloons are the ones that were 
seen when it seemed that there were massive sightings and that some balls were seen, which 
were seen from all over the world like it was like they were exploding? Well, when they zoomed in, 
people looked like there were balls that were getting big. This, of course, would have to be 
investigated further, but this could be what was being seen. 

But also, apart from this, it must be said that in places that do not officially have 5G, such as 
Switzerland or others, what is not said is that this technology has been used for a long time 
militarily. So, although it is not given to the population, it is already implemented and is used, 
because in secret military operations of the Army to communicate with each other, between those 
devices and with automated equipment and in fact, in the previous video where I explained that it 
was 5G, that you could already see that this technology is used militarily to disperse 
demonstrations, concentrations of people and this would explain why some regions that are remote
or that show that they are not using it, because they still have cases of coronavirus. Military use, as
I have said, through 5G has been in use for some time, but it began its operation on a large scale 
from the end of 2019.

ARE THE SYMPTOMS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION SIMILAR TO THOSE OF COVID 
19?
And now we are going to see the relationship there is, the similarities between the symptoms of 
those sick or affected by the coronavirus and radiation. And we will see that first the symptoms do 
not differ at all from the seasonal flu, but then it becomes a strong flu like SARS or the like, and it is
the radiation that gives the same symptoms. (Source: Despejando Enigmas and Cosmic Agency) 
First it begins to interfere with the frequency of the electrons in the oxygen molecule that begin to 
vibrate and rotate because they have frequency synchronization with the electromagnetic radiation 
of the 60 MHz (Translator: She probably means 60GHz) bands, which is the like presented by 5G.
In other words, oxygen loses electrons, dissolves, or simply no longer chemically bonds with 
hemoglobin, producing hypoxia. Then the person can not breathe, which is when he takes breaths 
of air trying to breathe and get oxygen, and the doctors mistake it for pneumonia. Then the lungs 
begin to fill with exosome-rich fluid that is mistaken for the virus. It is also characterized by starting 
with a dry cough, without phlegm, and that is why it is very easy to mistake it for radiation 
poisoning, both ionizing and electromagnetic, with the symptoms of the flu.
And, in fact, many people have died as if they had altitude sickness, which is basically because 
they cannot breathe. And it is that 5G removes oxygen from any atmosphere, killing everything in 
its path, not only humans, but also animals, as for example thousands of birds have been seen 
falling in Australia or in other countries.
Researcher David Ike also claimed the same thing, that a New York doctor was examining the 
lungs of infected people and he observed that it was as if they were at an altitude of 30,000 feet. 



And that was the case, as if there was pressure in the cabin that disappeared and then the oxygen 
also disappeared and then they died slowly due to this lack of oxygen. Like the one that people 
present with this lack of oxygen in hospitals, respirators are being used. Well, this information is 
very important because now we will see it was also presented by Taygeta and what they say is that
obviously because patients do need oxygen because they cannot absorb it, their body can no 
longer absorb it, but that respirators in this case cause damage to the lungs.
Because what it does is that they are breaking the lungs because the tissues inside are destroyed 
by cell necrosis caused by lack of oxygenation. They are then forcing the lungs to artificially 
expand and contract, causing tissue tears, ulcerations and bleeding that cause even more 
damage, thus plugging the pulmonary alveoli. So it is only in some cases what should be done is to
increase the oxygen in the respirators since it does take it off, because the person could die, and 
put the respirator to the minimum possible. This is the advice that they did not give.

WHY DOES THE TESTS FOR COVID 19 GIVE SO MANY POSITIVE?
Well, now we are going to see what the tests that are being carried out on the population detect to 
see if they are infected with the coronavirus or not. So this test detects certain strands of genetic 
material that are present, for when the body is under a lot of stress or when you have the flu or 
when you have radiation poisoning. So this test, you have one thing and not the other, you will not 
notice the difference, and here it is being ignored that it can be caused by radiation and it is being 
taken for granted that it is the case of the flu and of course, what happens, well that the 90% of 
people already have this genetic material in their body. And that is why so many positive results are
being produced and on such a large scale.

IS THERE COVID 19?
Now we are going to see what the virus really is or, rather, that there is not all this that is being 
pursued by so many doctors and the media. This information has already been given by multiple 
doctors from different parts of the world. A case of them would be, for example, Dr. Ana María 
Oliva, or this is also the information that the Taygeteans have also given. So what you have to 
understand is that the virus is part of the natural mechanisms of the cell. Yes, it is present in the 
body, but we are going to see what exactly it does: Well, first it raises the alarm to other cells, also 
passing genetic information on the nature of this alarm. It is like a communication code.
Then, it then excretes the accumulated toxicity inside the cell to try to survive. And this is the effect 
of the problem, not the cause. That is, it is backwards. Then the doctors take this code that the 
cells use to communicate with each other that the body needs, because some nutrients or others 
that identify it with the virus, when in reality the problem is that the person is already sick, but this is
not the cause.
Dr. Tho as Cowan also stated the same, he says that viruses are simply the expression of an 
intoxicated cell. Viruses are pieces of DNA, RNA, or other protein that have been expelled from the
cell. They manifest when the cell is poisoned, but they are not the cause of anything. The cells are 
intoxicated and they try to clean themselves, excreting waste that we call viruses.

WHY DO THEY WANT TO IMPOSE THE MANDATORY VACCINE NOW?
Well, now we are going to examine why there is so much interest in enacting mandatory vaccines 
for everyone. And it is that vaccines contain heavy metals that increase the body's reactivity to 
electromagnetism and then that is what kills us, it is an inoculation. In addition, some vaccines also
contain nanotechnology, as would be the case with this specific one for corona viruses that have 
cell-sized nano chips that can be controlled by artificial intelligence through 5G technology. You 
see, right? How everything is related. Thus, being able to make the wearer sick or kill the person 
who has this chip. I mean, this vaccine.



So, Bill Gates and Big Pharma are the ones behind this program and they are obviously fully 
aware, and it is proven that the unvaccinated population is 400% healthier than the population that 
is. And, for example, the influenza vaccine already contains this smart nano powder that is present 
in this vaccine. And it is that people, many people who are having strong reactions, now with this 
virus, with the coronavirus, because it has been presented that they had been vaccinated against 
influenza. So, basically the virus is a reaction of this nano powder that is activated through 5G at 
the power of 60 GHz. And the chemtrails too, because they are spraying this on us, but it is 
insufficient to provoke a reaction in people's bodies and that is why it is so important that the 
mandatory vaccine be implemented.

WHY IS SOCIAL DISTANCING SO IMPORTANT?
And now we are going to see the reason for the social distancing that, as you all know, well, in 
principle you cannot leave the house, but if you have to go to do important errands, to buy, people 
are asked to keep a minimum distance of 1m, 1m and a half to 2, okay, well, let's see that this also 
has its explanation related to 5G. (Source: Despejando Enigmas and Cosmic Agency) And the 
thing is, well, they ask us this so that little by little it becomes a habit, and it is so that the satellites 
can read the chips that will be implemented on the population, and the satellite if we are very close 
to some people between the others, it cannot identify the boundaries of people well (translator: 
cannot distinguish one person from another well) So they want it to be taken as customary.

WHY SO MUCH CENSORSHIP OF 5G-COVID?
Later, another proof for me would be the great censorship in which we find ourselves at the 
moment, which is that, well, at the beginning all the videos that spoke of the coronavirus that were 
not by the official media were censored, but now all those are being censored that link 5G to the 
coronavirus. And, that they do it like that, well, it justifies to me what is behind it that they want to 
hide. They don't want people to make the link because otherwise they would let this information 
circulate freely.

CURIOSITY: SYMBOL "CONFINEMENT"
And, well, finally a detail that I have observed simply as it seems to me a curiosity, I have no 
justification or anything, just well, an observation that I have made. And it is that, if you look at the 
symbol, to say it in some form of coronavirus or of the people who are staying at home, of 
confinement it is a rainbow.



I am aware of the official version of why it is this rainbow, but if you look closely, there is also a 
book that is by Arthur Firstenberg, called The Invisible Rainbow, and that is that this book tracks 
the deployment of electricity in our civilization with the interaction with living beings from the 
beginning of its discovery in 1750 to the present day. And as I said, curiously the title refers to the 
entire electromagnetic spectrum, including the colors of the rainbow, but also to all invisible 
frequencies such as radio frequency or the fields generated around conductors. Well, it seemed 
curious to me because as you know, we are always being told in front of our noses what is really 
there, but it is like a game of symbolism and many times we do not realize it. So I think there could 
be a background here too. Just as a curiosity.

"These are the diseases of civilization, that we have also inflicted on our animal and plant 
neighbors, diseases that we live with because of a refusal to recognize the force that we have 
harnessed for what it is. The 60-cycle current in our house wiring, the ultrasonic frequencies in our 
computers, the radio waves in our televisions, the microwaves in our cell phones, these are only 
distortions of the invisible rainbow that runs through our veins and makes us alive. But we have 
forgotten. It is time that we remember." 
- Arthur Firstenberg

But hey, this is all I wanted to present to you today. I hope you have found it interesting and that 
you have been able to resolve some doubts, or some new information. Thank you very much and 
as always see you in the next video.

Bartomeu Payeras, scientific study:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=h5E2trmb8Wc&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0HEXI6c1wtyFB0jvCkp
a9NnK_grqFLnTmF0jBKa4j4Srobz8_SK2ib9nI & app = desktop

Translator: here is a link to the pdf of the above mentioned book 'The Invisible Rainbow':
https://betterness.com/wp-content/uploads/TheInvisibleRainbow.pdf
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